
 
 
 

Ann Arbor Public Schools  
Preschool Activities Menu 
Week 7: May 25, 2020  
 
Weekly Message with Michelle and JoAnn - See how much the caterpillars have grown!! 

 

 

Week at a Glance 

Click on the activity link below to find detailed descriptions, ideas for varying developmental levels, and support 
to help you and your child be successful. 
 
Quick Links To Activities: 
Create a Grocery List - Your child will develop letter/sound knowledge as they create a grocery list from items in your home!  
Counting Cheerios/Number Hunt - Your child will practice counting, and recognizing (read) numbers through these 2 fun 
activities!  
Relay Games - Your child will develop coordination and motor planning skills by moving objects from one spot to another in 
challenging ways!  
 
***Revisit these (weekly activity plan) ideas in the summer months if that works better for your family.*** 

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/QM6G


 

Literacy & Fine Motor  

Learning Focus of this Activity:  Create a Grocery List  
● Letters and sounds 
● Fine motor practice  

Overview of Activity: 
1.  Your child will use items from around your home to create a grocery list.  

 

Ideas: Early (Easy) Middle  Later (Challenge) 

Cut or rip out coupons or empty 
boxes/containers you’re no longer 
using 

 

Look for photos of food with your 
child and help them cut/rip it out. 
Glue/tape them to a paper 
together. 

Have your child look for pictures 
of food and offer assistance with 
cutting/ripping as needed.  Allow 
them to glue/tape pictures to a 
piece of paper. 

 

Have your child find pictures of 
food and cut/rip them out 
independently. Glue/tape photos 
to a piece of paper. 
 
Add a challenge: 
Sort foods by category.  
For example: fruits, vegetables, 
dairy, grains, etc. 

Make a List 
 
 

Have your child draw pictures of 
food. Write down what they say. 
 

 
 
OR 

Help your child label their own 
picture by focusing on the first 
sound in the word. Sound it out 
together. Let them write it or copy 
you. 
For example: 
“Apple. Aa, Aa, Aa. What letter 
makes that sound? Apple starts 
with A!” 

Encourage your child to label their 
own list. Talk about the sounds 
you hear.  
Ask: Can you hear more than one 
sound in the word?  
Try: See if they can find the 
beginning, middle and ending 
sounds.  
Allow for “kid spelling.” Accept all 
letters- even if they're not “right.”  

 



 

Have your child draw lines from 
foods that they wish to put on 
their list and things that they do 
not.  Encourage them to use their 
manners and talk a little about the 
foods.  Ms. Kendra's Grocery List 

 
 

 

Ways to Support Your Child:  
● Making it Social:  Play a Guessing Game with Food Clues:  “I’m thinking of a fruit that is round and red.  It has a stem and leaf and grows 

on trees.”  Take turns with your child giving clues about food and guessing what food is being described.  Your child might benefit from 
having food items in front of him/her to see their choices as they are described.  Clues can be simplified as well such as, “I see a big red 
food (apple) next to a small circle food (grape),” working on size, color, shapes, and/or position words.  

● Fine Motor Boost: Shape drawing practice. Have your child draw a shape - circle or square  - around the picture before cutting or tearing 
it out.  

● Reminder: Encourage your child to hold the marker, pencil or crayon using her/his thumb, and first 2 fingers. The shorter the crayon,pencil 
the easier it is for her/him to hold correctly. 

Back to Top 
 

 

      MATH & THINKING (COGNITIVE) 

Learning Focus of Activities: Counting Cheerios and Number hunt 
● Counting 
● Recognize (read) Numbers 
● Represent (How many are there?) 

Overview of Activities: 
                         Counting Cheerios:  

1.  Use cheerios or any kind of cereal to count. 
2.  Click links below for counting form and numbers to print, cut numbers apart. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PflC37ZcOwl-PZcOj4gsp-kpJ7p0806V/view?usp=sharing


3.  If printer is not an option you can draw circles and write numbers on paper click onto links below for examples. 
4. Cheerios-counting circles.pdf  
5. Numbers 1-25  

Number Hunt Game: You will need duplicate number cards: You can print copies, click on the link below or write numbers and 
add counting dots on index cards or paper. **If you write out your number cards, remember 2 sets.**  
Numbers 1-to-10-Dots.pdf 

                          How to play: 
                   1.    First look at the shaded area that best supports your child. Example: Early (may recognize a number not by name), Middle (may  
                          recognize two or more numbers. Later (Recognizes 5 or all numbers) 
                   2.    Hide one or more numbers, you keep the others to show your child. 
                   3.    Parent holds up the #2 and say while pointing to the number, this number 2 is missing in the living room see if you can find it. 
                   4.   When your child finds the number you can say you found the #2, if she/he finds a different number you can say you found 3, let’s 
                         find the number 2 as you point to #2. 
 

 

Ideas: Early (Easy) Middle  Later (Challenge) 

Counting Cheerios: 

 

● Place numbers 1-5 next to 
circles.  

● Help your child count 
cereal already placed next 
to numbers. *See 
example  

● Let your child eat and 
count one circle at a time. 

● Place numbers 2-6 next to 
circles. 

● Let your child count and 
place cereal in each circle 

● If not enough or too many 
in a circle support your 
child by helping them 
recount 

● Let your child place the 
numbers next to circles. 

● Ask your child to tell you 
the numbers. 

● After they count, ask how 
many did you count? Or 
how many altogether 

 

 

http://www.teaching-tiny-tots.com/support-files/cheerio-counting.pdf
http://www.teaching-tiny-tots.com/support-files/1-25.pdf
https://0.tqn.com/z/g/math/library/Worksheets/1-to-10-Dots.pdf


Number Hunt Game:  
 Example: Make it easy to find 
 numbers. The numbers do not have 
to be close together when hiding. 

  
 

● Hide numbers 1-4 make it 
easy for your child to find, 
give clues if needed. 
Example: Look next to the 
TV. 

●  After a number is found 
say you found #3 let’s  
count the dots together. 

 

● Hide more numbers if your 
child is able to recognize 
1-4, if not just focus on a 
few numbers. Example: 2 
and 4 

● Take turns hiding 
numbers. 

● Let your child decide how 
many cards they will 
count. 

● Hide all the numbers. 
● Ask your child to tell you 

the numbers found. 
● Mix up the number cards 

and have your child put 
them in numerical order.  

 

Ways to Support Your Child: 
● New Count To 100 Song | Let's Get Fit ver. 2 | Counting to 100 by 1's | Jack Hartmann 
● Fine motor Boost: After finding a number, have your child trace it with her/his pointer finger. 
● Singing and writing numbers - Fun way to watch, sing  and learn how to write numbers. 
● Making it Social:  If you have cereal that has different shapes (Ex. Trix) or colors (Ex. Fruit Loops), you can sort the cereal into 

groups, compare the groups that you create with your partner, and decide who has more or less, trade pieces if you want, or make 
a pattern with your partner. 

Back to Top 

 

 

                                                                                Physical 

Learning Focus of this Activity:  Relay Games 
● Your child will develop coordination and motor planning skills by moving objects from one spot to 

another in challenging ways.  

 

https://safeyoutube.net/w/XvNE
https://safeyoutube.net/w/zYhF


Overview of Activity: 
● Material ideas (do not need all of these items): stuffed animals, sock balls, laundry basket or large pot, measuring cup, 

cardboard tubes, large spoons, tongs, optional-chopsticks, Challenge-cheerios/marshmallows/goldfish crackers,  
cotton ball, straws, small bowl 

L 
 
 
 

Ideas: Early (Easy) Middle  Later (Challenge) 
2 Hand Relays -Make a pile of 

stuffed animals 
or other objects.  
-Have your child 
pick them up 
with both hands 
and carry them 
to a “target” 
(Example: 
laundry basket, 
plastic tub, etc.).  
-Set a timer to 
see if your child 
can move them all before the 
buzzer rings. 

-Give your child 2 
cardboard tubes or 
large spoons. 
-Set up a pile of 
smaller stuffed animals 
or sock balls on one 
side of a room and a 
target (Example: 
basket, tub, pot etc.) 
across the room. 
-Take turns with your 
child trying to pick up 
the toys, one at a time, 
trapping the toy between the tubes, 
and carrying them to the target 
without letting them fall. 
-Count as you move the objects. 

-Let your child 
try using 
chopsticks, 
small tongs, or 
other small 
sticks to pick 
up smaller 
objects such as marshmallows, 
cheerios, cotton balls, etc. and 
move them from the starting 
point to a target (Example: bowl) 
without dropping. 
-What is the most you can get in 
a row without dropping any? 

 



Kitchen Tools Relay  
  

-Make a pile of 
stuffed animals, 
sock balls, or other 
objects.  
-Give your child a 
colander, 
measuring cup, or 
other small bowl 
and take turns 
carrying the objects 
in the bowl, one at 
a time, from one 
location to the 
“target” (Example: laundry 
basket, plastic tub, etc.). 
-Optional, follow each other’s idea 
how to carry the item (Example: 
above your head, way down low, 
behind your back) 

-Give your child 
a large or small 
spoon or tongs  
-Have them try 
to move smaller 
objects 
(Example: sock 
ball, small toys, 
etc.) from one 
location to a 
target, balanced 
on the spoon, 
without letting 
the object fall. 

-Straw relay: Have your child try 
to blow a small object. 
(Example: cheerio, goldfish 
cracker, cotton ball, 
marshmallow) using a straw 
toward a target.  
-You can start with blowing it 
across a table, then progress to 
letting your child crawl on the 
floor and blow the object farther 
distances using the straw, trying 
to get the object to a cup or bowl 
“target” 

 

Ways to Support Your Child: 
● Make sure you have enough space for activities and your child is safe when moving/balancing. 
● Use language during movements (Example: in, out, stop, go, etc.) 
● Challenge your child by letting them walk on their knees, on tiptoes, on heels, sideways or backward toward the targets. 
● Calming and focusing - Deep breathing in and out when blowing through a straw can help slow down your child and help them focus.  
● Coordination Boost: Make it tricky -  Have your child carry the object once with their preferred hand and once with the other hand - 

which hand is better? 
● Making it Social:  Make the Straw Relay into a game with a partner.  Blow a small puff ball or crinkled up straw wrapper/piece of paper 

with your straw across the table (or floor) with your partner.  Try to get it past your partner (you can create a line to try to cross or you can 
try to blow the ball off your partner’s side of the table).  

● Thinking Boost:  Make your relay game into a Puzzle Relay!  This will get your body moving and your brain thinking as well.  You can 
use any puzzle for this.  Take turns with your partner, or just race the clock and see how many pieces you can fit together before your 
timer runs out.  Have fun! 

Back to Top 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K4P42b5EKMK35DFrcCAkSrxFJjsCcaEX/view?usp=sharing

